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Not Just for
Vegas: Menlo
Students Bet
Illegally on
Sports Online
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The world of sports
betting is complicated. To
the untrained ear, seemingly
meaningless terms dominate all
conversation: parlay, over/under,
covering the spread. While this activity
is usually associated with the bookies in

by CHASE HURWITZ

Vegas (someone who
collects bets and sets the
odds), some Menlo students are
illegally placing their own bets on
professional sports.
“It just makes the games more
interesting,” an anonymous student said. “I’ve
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Students and
Faculty Examine
the Line Between
Self-Expression
and School Attire
by ERICA FENYO

“Students should be clean, neat
and dressed appropriately for school.
Upper School student dress may
not depict the following: […] drug
paraphernalia, an act of violence, any
other illegal act, profanity, explicit
sexual material, nudity, explicit sexual
acts or racist or sexist language,”
according to the Menlo Student and
Parent Handbook.
Many students, especially
girls, believe that there is still a bias
against how they dress, despite the

lack of an enforceable dress code.
One freshman girl asked to remain
anonymous to protect her identity from
her peers and faculty members, so she
will be referred to as Casey Mullins.
Mullins has no issue with a dress code,
but she believes that equal application
of the rules is vital. “If everyone is held
to the same standard, then I don’t think
[a dress code] really matters,” Mullins
said. “But […] if people are held to
different standards, then I think I have
to care.”

Mullins also shared her
experiences with being shamed by
her teachers for the way she dresses.
“My advocate [came up] to me, and
she [said that] multiple […] teachers
[had] emailed [her] about [my] ‘boobs
showing in class,’” Mullins said.
Mullins also believes that many
teachers repeatedly target the same
girls, even if they dress similarly to
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Menlo Teachers
Reveal Unexpected
Tattoos, pg 7

Here’s the Scoop: A
Look Into Menlo’s
Social Culture, pg 9
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